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Foreword
Oxford Analytica is delighted to present this Briefing Book for the 12th
Entrepreneurship Export Exchange which showcases our analysis of key
global issues by way of selected articles from the Oxford Analytica Daily
Brief. Exploring the interplay of technological advance and geopolitics, each
piece provides a longer-term perspective on the issue at hand, exploring
how future developments will impact our clients.
Founded in 1975, Oxford Analytica is an independent geopolitical analysis and

David K. Young

advisory firm that draws on a worldwide network of experts to advise our

Chief Executive Officer
Oxford Analytica

clients on their strategies, operations, policies and investments. Our trusted
insights and seasoned judgements on global issues enable clients to navigate
complex markets where the intersection of politics and economics, business
and society is critical to success.
Our Daily Brief service, which monitors worldwide risks through
forward-looking analysis, and our Advisory Practice now support executives in
more than 150 leading banks, corporations, and professional service firms
around the world, as well as leaders in more than 50 governments and
international institutions.
I am delighted to be joining you all at this event and to be speaking about how
we at Oxford Analytica navigate an increasingly complex and uncertain world.
If you have any questions arising from any of the articles included here, or my
presentation, I would be delighted to hear from you.
David K. Young
Chief Executive Officer
dkyoung@oxford-analytica.com
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Edge computing holds key to Internet of Things market
Friday, May 31, 2019
Reducing the cost, speed and insecurity of data processing is central to the proliferation
of connected devices
‘Edge computing’ is the practice of processing data at or near the source of the data instead of
transmitting and processing the information in the ‘cloud’ (or data centres available to many users over
the internet). Edge computing is considered important for the successful application of Internet of
Things (IoT) and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technologies.

A man holds an electric toothbrush connected to a
tablet device at a trade show in Lyon
(Reuters/Robert Pratta)

What next
Since edge computing moves the data processing workload closer to the consumer or device, the
technology will continue to gain prominence. It will play a key role in connecting devices in both the
business-to-business and business-to-consumer markets, including cars, home appliances,
wearables and industrial devices. Technology providers most able to harness this trend commercially
will be those with a robust IT infrastructure, especially for device and network safety.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ ‘Big tech’ will expand its dominance over cloud computing technologies to edge computing.
◦ The lack of IoT cybersecurity regulatory standards will fuel consumer reluctance.
◦ Governments will increase investment in cybersecurity of IIoT devices in critical areas such as
energy and transport.

Analysis
Edge computing is a distributed, open IT architecture that decentralises processing power: data are
processed by the device itself or by a local computer or server, rather than being transmitted to the
cloud.
This feature is considered to hold the key to the various obstacles facing IoT and IIoT devices: high
latency, the unreliability of connections, high transmission and bandwidth costs plus security and
privacy issues.

Latency
Owing to the sheer scale of data generated by IoT and IIoT devices, using cloud infrastructure and
transferring data to and from data analytics centres will cause increased latency (response delays)
and poor connectivity issues, especially on 4G telecommunications networks. The problems will ease
but not disappear with the gradual rollout of 5G.
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This has serious implications for such connected devices as autonomous vehicles and medical
equipment, where consistent connection is vital to human safety.
On-device data processing ensures that only non-critical data are sent over the network, and that the
critical data can be acted upon immediately in real time or near-real time. This reduces the latency
problem.

Bandwidth
The decentralised approach of edge computing also decreases bandwidth usage -- another major
constraint in an environment of rising data generation and transfer.
Data processing starts at the point of collection. Only the data that need to be stored for back-up
purposes and redundancy are sent to the cloud. That makes edge computing more efficient and
scalable, and reduces network load and overall costs.

Security
Data security could also theoretically improve in an edge computing environment, because data are no
longer travelling over a network and are staying closer to their source. Data not residing in corporate
data centres or a cloud environment are secure from the vulnerabilities of those environments (see
PROSPECTS 2019: Cybersecurity - November 23, 2018).
Edge computing can also help to relieve regulatory pressures relating to the transfer of data outside
national boundaries.
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IoT

The safety of IoT devices is inconsistent

A key concern relating to the widespread rollout of IoT devices is the threat of botnet attacks. Several
internet-connected devices have already been used to launch distributed denial-of-service attacks
aimed at stealing data, sending spam and allowing the attacker to access devices and their
connections.
By end-2020, it is expected that more than 28 billion IoT devices will be in operation worldwide and
43% of all IoT data will be processed at the edge on instead of being transmitted to a data centre in the
cloud. However, meeting these estimates depends on whether IoT devices are made secure-bydesign. Most are still not, despite rising spending on IoT security (see INT: IoT devices risk reversing
cybersecurity progress - December 20, 2018).
Security threats can be significantly reduced with edge computing through data encryption and access
control at the device level and the use of virtual private network (VPN) tunnelling in order to protect the
edge computing systems. This is an encrypted connection between the device and the wider internet.
Since the connection is encrypted, no-one along the VPN tunnel can intercept, monitor or alter any
communications.

IIoT
While cloud computing is an enabler of industrial transformation via increased use of IIoT devices,
edge computing is rapidly becoming a key means of accelerating digital transformation. By using edge
computing, industrial firms hope to reduce unplanned downtime, improve asset performance, lower
maintenance costs and create new business models that capture untapped value from machine data.
However, the cybersecurity protocols of IIoT devices are not yet keeping pace with the growing
sophistication of the toolkit used by malign state and non-state linked cyber attackers.
See INT: IoT devices risk reversing cybersecurity progress - December 20, 2018

Internet of Things (IoT) market size and security expenditure (billion dollars)
Size of the IoT market
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Sources: Bain; Cybersecurity Ventures; Gartner (March 2018)

Corporate winners and losers
The winners in the new era of edge computing (at least initially) will be the platform internet
companies, such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft, and Alibaba and Tencent in Asian countries
willing to deploy Chinese technology.
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These firms already have strong cloud, 'big data' and artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities. They are
also extending their ecosystems into the hardware space where they are developing (in-house) their
own AI chips for devices and forming alliances with hardware producers.
Successful execution of an edge computing strategy will require a platform business model, AI
capabilities and the ability to manage large amounts of data at the cloud, 'fog' (an intermediary layer
between the cloud and the edge computing networks) and device level.
Platforms are an ideal configuration for capturing, storing and analysing data from multiple sources
and performing big data analytics using AI systems (see INTERNATIONAL: Hype around AI set to settle
- February 5, 2019). Smaller, traditional software firms do not, as yet, possess such capabilities.

Market monopoly?
Industrial and services firms outside the technology sector will, therefore, have little choice but to
partner with the large technology firms.
This is already happening in the automotive sector:

BMW has formed an alliance with Microsoft, and Volkswagen with
Amazon

• Volkswagen and Amazon Web Services are developing an industrial cloud platform combining
data from all of the auto company's machines, plants and systems across the entire group.
• BMW and Microsoft (using its Azure platform) are partnering to develop an IoT platform to drive
Industry 4.0 solutions involving over 3,000 machines, robots and autonomous transport
systems.
These are two early examples of how the competitive landscape is due to change, as these cloud
platform providers migrate into edge computing models to diversify their service offerings and to
promise solutions for bandwidth, latency, security and cost issues.
Meanwhile, Google is making its AI software for home speakers available to multiple hardware
producers. China's Baidu is developing its autonomous vehicle technology software-sharing platform,
Apollo, into an open-source business model similar to Google`s original Android software platform.
These hardware devices will ultimately use edge computing software provided by the large firms,
helping to tighten their control in this emerging area of technology.
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New tech board will cut China’s reliance on US market
Wednesday, May 29, 2019
China is about to launch a new stock exchange to support high-tech start-ups
A new stock exchange will open in Shanghai early next month. Modelled on Nasdaq, the Shanghai SciTech Innovation Board is another step in China’s ambitions to become a global leader in the digital
economy.

What next

A logo of Alibaba Group is seen at an exhibition
during the World Intelligence Congress in Tianjin,
China May 16, 2019. (Reuters/Jason Lee)

The new board will provide broader funding streams for China’s technology sector and reduce reliance
on foreign stock markets. It will also reduce potential foreign influence on Chinese tech firms, and
ensure a greater share of their profits is retained in China.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The government will retain an active role in managing listings on the board to maintain political
control and protect investors.
◦ The board will enable reduction of direct subsidies to the tech industry, addressing one source of
Western complaints.
◦ Moral hazard and loose corporate discipline create a risk of incidents of fraud and mismanagement,
which cannot be fully mitigated.

Analysis
China's tech sector has generally not been well served by the existing financial system, making it
difficult for private businesses to acquire investors.

At present, Chinese tech firms mainly list on overseas stock markets

Some 33 Chinese firms raised a total of nearly 10 billion dollars on US stock markets last year. Both
figures set records if the outlier of Alibaba's 25-billion-dollars IPO in 2014 is excluded (see CHINA:
Tech giants face difficult transition - October 8, 2018).

International dimensions
The new board will more closely connect Chinese tech firms to domestic funders and regulators,
reducing the potential influence of foreign shareholders and governments. As such, it can be seen as
a response to rising tensions with the United States (see CHINA/US: Relations move towards
economic 'decoupling' - November 19, 2018).
The new board reduces Chinese firms' vulnerability to increasingly aggressive investment regulators
overseas, such as the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS). Numerous
countries have become wary of what they perceive as runaway Chinese influence in their local
economies.
The new board will provide a channel for innovation financing that does not rely on government
subsidies. These have become a major bone of contention between China and its top trading
partners.
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Existing mechanisms, such as government guidance funds, will coexist with the Board in the near
future. Nonetheless, it will allow Beijing to make credible commitments to scale back industrial
support plans in ongoing and future negotiations with leading trading partners.
As part of China's bid to retain a greater part of the benefits generated by the tech industry's growth, the
new board will also give Chinese shareholders the greatest share of future profits.

Efficiency goals
The new tech board is a step towards replacing traditional government subsidy approaches with
market-based mechanisms in the tech sector. As capital markets replace direct subsidies to firms, the
government will be able to focus on funding basic research and infrastructure.
China's top economic policymakers also hope that private financing will increase efficiency and curtail
wasteful investment and spending, particularly by local governments. It will enable the central
government to rein in local funding vehicles over which it does not always have effective control.
The new board provides an experimental environment to trial new approaches to risk-based
investment. Traditional stock exchange boards in Shanghai and Shenzhen have been subject to
considerable political attention, with officials intervening to protect retail investors, direct financing
towards politically favoured businesses and control overall market volatility. This approach created
fewer opportunities for the high-risk, high-reward investment that characterises the US tech industry.

Political considerations
The government will take an active role in managing the board, both to maintain a degree of political
control over the technology industry and if necessary to protect investments held by private investors,
which is politically salient because retail investors have mobilised mass protests in the past.
The new board was announced by President Xi Jinping personally, and Yi Huiman, the new chairman
of the China Securities Regulatory Commission (as of January), has identified its development as one
of his top priorities. This creates a risk of moral hazard. Investors may see the board as 'too big to fail',
and treat the listed businesses as having an implicit government guarantee. The government would be
under pressure to intervene in case of a significant drop in share value.
Fraud or scandal occurring in one of the listed businesses, such as happened with the medical firm
Theranos in the United States, could lead to embarrassment for regulators and even Xi personally.
The uneven state of corporate governance and relative lack of investment discipline in comparison with
foreign financial markets exacerbate this risk. Investors in China do not necessarily follow due
diligence processes and are less subject to regulatory scrutiny.
Regulators will limit the exposure of retail investors, for instance by restricting eligibility to market
actors making significant minimum investments, or with a proven track record of trading experience.
Nevertheless, over the past years, angel investment, venture capital and private equity funding have
flooded a number of technology subsectors with funds, leading to valuation bubbles.

The new board will be vulnerable to irrational exuberance

Industrial policy role
The board will be a tool for industrial policy. It will prioritise listings in areas where policymakers
believe there is an innovation deficit or over-reliance on foreign components.
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In this way, the government can combine greater marketisation with a continued focus on industrial
policy, in pursuit of its objectives of greater self-reliance and moving up the value chain. This will
reduce financial pressure on state coffers and political pressure from China's trading partners.

Businesses cautious
So far, just 18 firms, in areas such as biotech, healthcare, robotics and semiconductors have signed
up for the board.
China currently has over 70 tech unicorns (privately held start-up companies valued at over 1 billion
dollars) but, aside from the 17 pending applications, the vast majority of them seemingly prefer to
observe the board's initial functioning.
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Chinese, Western surveillance tech exports will differ
Friday, May 24, 2019
Chinese and Western firms want to capture the growing global demand for
surveillance/security technology
Surveillance tools are increasingly driven by underlying artificial intelligence (AI) systems, which
(opaquely) process big data to predict events and outcomes. This is both the risk and benefit of AI: it
saves time while potentially skewing the data unbeknown to -- or at the direction of -- its operators,
creating opportunities for misuse. With Chinese and Western firms competing for the same security
projects, the differences in the underlying ethics of vendors and their systems are under a spotlight.

A surveillance camera next to a sign of Huawei
outside a shopping mall in Beijing, China, January
29 (Reuters/Jason Lee)

What next
China’s lack of transparency, especially on the links between private tech firms and public security
agencies, will limit its potential customers to authoritarian regimes and those willing to accept the
cybersecurity risks of using Chinese equipment. By contrast, some Western publicly traded firms, and
smaller private firms with a brand to protect, will self-regulate on ethical uses of surveillance
technology -- albeit to varying degrees and depending on the scale of staff, stakeholder, civil society
and legislative pressure.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Facial recognition software will be the most publicly divisive surveillance technology.
◦ Ethical standards for surveillance systems will emerge gradually.
◦ However, not all Western vendors will adopt them.

Analysis
Some 230 cities in over 54 countries are reportedly using Chinese AI-based surveillance systems,
including Zimbabwe, Uzbekistan, Thailand, Turkey, Bangladesh, Spain, Brazil, Pakistan, Kenya, the
Philippines, the United Arab Emirates and Germany (see CHINA: Beijing may export technology of
repression - September 4, 2018).

China's position

China has a long record of selling surveillance tools to authoritarian
states

Firms, including Huawei and ZTE, provide the hardware and software at the heart of these systems.
Huawei says more than 500 cities across 100 or so geographies use its 'safe city solutions', albeit to
varying degrees. Huawei's position is that it does not get involved in setting public policy in terms of
how its clients use its technologies.
The state-owned China National Electronics Import and Export Corporation (CEIEC) often serves as a
systems integrator. It combines cameras, drones, facial recognition software and AI into a
comprehensive surveillance framework, as well as designing and training the organisations within
customer governments who run it.
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CEIEC's halo client and preferred blueprint for this solution is Ecuador:
• Beijing loaned Ecuador 240 million dollars to buy the system in 2012; the programme now
includes 4,300 cameras and 16 regional response centres, and employs 3,000 government
workers watching video footage, ostensibly to support crime deterrence and emergency
services.
• The New York Times discovered that Ecuador's former president Rafael Correa had a mirror of
this system built for the domestic intelligence agency Senain.
Similar systems have been sold, and facilitated by Chinese loans, to Venezuela, Bolivia and Angola.

China's espionage network?
Through the exports of its surveillance technology, China has an opportunity to expand its intelligence
network as it retains access to all the surveillance data post-deployment.
In April 2019, the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) warned intelligence officials that elements of
China's security apparatus, including the People's Liberation Army and National Security Commission,
directly fund Huawei.
However, there is no clear publicly available evidence on how and if China uses its technology exports
to build its espionage network. These concerns have nonetheless led countries to ban Chinese
suppliers from their 5G networks or offer restricted access (see INTERNATIONAL: Europe may open
up to Huawei partially - April 26, 2019).

The Western perspective
Market-leading US technology firms are no stranger to surveillance technology and have a mixed
record on protecting civil liberties:
• In 2011, CISCO helped China build its 'Golden Shield' firewall, which was used to track
members of the Falun Gong religious group.
• The supply chain of Elemental technologies, now part of Amazon, was compromised in 2015 by
the Chinese military, who were inserting malicious chips into Elemental servers, allowing
China to snoop on several dozen organisations ranging from the Mormon church to the CIA.
• Microsoft, IBM and Thermo Fisher have all sold surveillance technologies to authoritarian
regimes.
• The US National Security Agency and the Federal Bureau of Investigation issue over 1,000 court
requests every year to US technology firms for surveillance data, all of which are approved by
the courts and honoured by US technology vendors.
Israeli technology firms, the other leaders in developing and exporting surveillance technology, have a
similarly mixed record (see ISRAEL: Chinese investment will fuel security concerns - December 18,
2018).

A spectrum of perspective

Not all Western firms are willing to prioritise ethics

Even so, as compared to the Chinese, Western surveillance technology spans a broader set of
vendors and exhibits a degree of variance in solution architecture.
Any piece of hardware, such as a camera or Wi-Fi router, is plausibly innocuous in isolation, but when
combined into complex systems driven by proprietary (and opaque) AI algorithms, this technology can
be used for surveillance. Recognising this risk, some Western firms are becoming proactive about
defining ethical standards.
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When challenged on questionable use of their products, some firms are willing to change or even
reverse course.
Thermo Fisher, for example, makes DNA sequencing equipment, which is typically not used for
surveillance. However, China offered 'free physical exams' in certain regions, collected DNA samples
from all citizens and built a DNA database using Thermo Fisher's equipment. Upon learning this,
Thermo Fisher stated it would no longer sell equipment to China and that it recognises "the
importance of considering how our products and services are used -- or may be used by our
customers".
Google is taking a more proactive approach to AI ethics. It has created a research network and
established challenge grants to examine how AI can best be used for social good and to propose
governance frameworks for the responsible development of AI. It has committed to using AI in ways
that align with its core principles (including 'don't be evil') and to avoid deploying it in systems where it
may be abused or generate harmful outcomes.
However, other Western companies are less willing to change course.
Amazon is a notable example. The firm aggressively promotes its Rekognition facial recognition
technology as a solution for US Immigration and Customs officials to track and arrest undocumented
immigrants -- or 'persons of interest'. However, in a highly publicised test, the software mistakenly
matched 28 members of US Congress to known criminals.
Amazon shareholders have lost two votes aimed at banning the sale of this software to US public
agencies, and the company is determined to stay the course. It has added that such technology should
not be banned due to its potential to be misused.

Embedded bias
Advances in 'explainable AI', which is neither biased nor opaque, are continuing, but large segments of
surveillance technology use AI trained on biased data.
For 20 years, Equivant has sold to over 500 US state and local governments software that calculates
the risk of reoffending rates among those facing criminal charges. However, the scores provided to
judges to inform sentencing decisions have been shown to be wildly inaccurate and racially biased.
Meanwhile, as AI technology evolves, its capabilities are supporting far more dangerous uses, as
demonstrated by the University of Washington's exposes of deep fake technology

Outlook
Surveillance technology, including the artificial intelligence that drives it, will continue to see strong
demand globally. However, in the context of US-China trade and tech tensions, greater bifurcation is
likely among its customers.
Chinese (state-owned and private) technology vendors will find customers in states that lean towards
authoritarianism. Western suppliers will compete for some of the same customers, but face greater
political and reputational constraints.
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US cybersecurity will target China and Russia
Friday, May 17, 2019
The turn towards offensive cybersecurity campaigns can be effective but also risky
Since removing Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 20, an elaborate inter-agency mechanism for
gaining approval for cyberattacks, the United States has become more proactive in cyberspace. Russia
and China, however, show no signs of dialling down their cyberattacks and their moves are
increasingly difficult to anticipate. US cyber strategies and institutions are therefore evolving to meet
new threats.

DHS National Cybersecurity and Communications
Integration Center (NCCIC) in Arlington, Virginia,
US, November 2018 (Reuters/Jonathan Ernst)

What next
The United States is still in the testing stages of its new approach to counter adversarial cyber
campaigns. Its future success depends on being able to disrupt cyberattacks before they enter US
networks, without escalating a conflict. The strategy appears to be working against Russia, although
evidence of this is limited to Cyber Command’s prevention of Russian meddling in the midterms. US
security actors will now re-focus their efforts on China, which has ramped up economic
cyberespionage.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Russia is evolving its approach to electoral interference; the risks to the 2020 presidential polls are,
therefore, serious.
◦ China’s commitment to achieving technological supremacy will fuel economic espionage.
◦ International efforts to develop norms governing offensive cyber campaigns will advance slowly.

Analysis
Last September, US Cyber Command revealed that it would be taking a more proactive stance in
cyberspace. It promised to 'defend forward' to blunt any hostile action before it enters US networks (see
UNITED STATES: Aggression risks deeper cyber conflict - October 4, 2018).
The first operation under the new strategy that has become public was the blocking of servers of the St
Petersburg-based troll farm, the Internet Research Agency (IRA), to prevent interference in the US
midterm elections.
It took place on the day of the vote and for a couple of days afterwards, so as to ensure that Russia
would not launch a disinformation campaign to discredit the results.
In addition to cutting off the IRA's internet access, Cyber Command reportedly contacted individual
Russian operatives who were likely to spread disinformation to inform them that they had been
identified and their activities were being monitored. The implied threat was that these individuals could
later be indicted or face sanctions. According to the Pentagon, the operation was successful.
The operation was made possible by a presidential order in August, which removed PPD 20, and a
provision in the National Defense Authorisation Act, both of which cleared the way for offensive cyber
operations below the level of armed conflict.

Important signal
Such an operation is unlikely to have a strong deterrent effect on Russia, however, particularly as the
IRA had already been de-masked and indicted as part of the Mueller investigation into the 2016
presidential election.
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It was, therefore, more of a signalling mechanism:
• It demonstrated that the United States is now actively anticipating and pre-empting cyber
campaigns, especially those geared towards electoral interference.
• Contacting Russian operatives removed any notion that anonymity and attribution challenges
would prevent repercussions.
• The IRA takedown also proved the effectiveness of Cyber Command in the eyes of US
policymakers and signalled that the new US policy of persistent engagement might work in
practice.

International activity
Further signals as to how the policy of 'defending forward' is being implemented can be found in Cyber
Command's international activities:
• The Command is partnering with friendly states to track down malicious activity on their
networks.
• In Ukraine, Macedonia and Montenegro it has also helped bolster government network
defences against Russia.
• In Montenegro, this partnership focuses on helping to close existing access points into nonclassified government systems.

A new Department for Cybersecurity?

A new department of cybersecurity may be unnecessary

Since 2016 there have been calls among US policymakers to create a federal department for national
cybersecurity.
Most recently, 2020 presidential candidate John Delaney announced his plan to create a Department
of Cybersecurity as a cabinet-level agency, with a similar structure to the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) created after the September 11 terrorist attacks.
There are clear advantages: the agency would facilitate information-sharing between industry and the
public sector, build a culture around cyberthreats and security, help increase the talent pool of
cybersecurity specialists by supporting educational initiatives, and, perhaps most importantly, have the
authority to speak for the executive branch to Congress and develop appropriate legislation.
On the other hand, consolidating the various cybersecurity missions from different departments into
one agency would substantially disrupt ongoing critical activities.
Others argue that a new body may not be strictly necessary:
• For example, the US Congress passed the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act in 2015,
which made the DHS the central point for information-sharing with the private sector, US state
governments and the civilian federal government.
• The recently created Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, part of the DHS, is now
responsible for promoting best practice by the private sector and sharing information on threat
vectors, vulnerabilities and mitigation.
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Outlook
Even so, new developments may call for new measures.

Assertive adversaries
In a Senate Intelligence Committee hearing, the US Director of National Intelligence underscored the
United States' vulnerability in cyberspace and reiterated that China, Russia, Iran and North Korea are
investing heavily in offensive cyber capabilities and may launch cyberattacks against critical
infrastructure, including energy or electrical systems (see IRAN: Cyber tools advance for foreign policy
ends - March 21, 2019).
Currently, US cyber capabilities are distributed across the DHS, FBI, CIA, National Security Agency and
the Department of Defense. A new executive branch might be necessary for efficiency and tighter
coordination, especially if US adversaries respond to the country's new proactive cyber posture with
similar strategies of their own.
There are already indications that this is happening.
Russia is in the process of mapping out US critical infrastructure, which could enable it to cause
substantial damage in the future (see INTERNATIONAL: Election meddling will take new forms - May
15, 2019)).

Chinese activity

US-China trade tensions will intensify Chinese espionage

China has increased its attacks on global telecoms companies over the past year -- Chinese
cyberespionage is back to the same levels as it was prior to the 2015 bilateral agreement to limit
hacking.
This escalation is partly attributable to US-China trade tensions. Indeed, according to media reports,
Chinese hackers appear to have used the 18-month break in cyberactivity to regroup and bolster their
capabilities.
Whereas Chinese hacking was previously run by the People's Liberation Army, currently it is being
conducted by the Ministry of State Security. The latter is particularly strategic: it targets internet service
providers that have access to thousands of corporate and government networks.
The operatives are also more skilled at covering their tracks by breaking into the networks of their
targets' suppliers. They have also employed new malware kits, along with encrypting traffic and
erasing server logs.
It is not known how many operations have been successful as, unlike with personal data breaches,
companies are not obliged to disclose the theft of trade secrets. The objectives are clearly still
economic; China makes no secret of its aim to become a leader in artificial intelligence technologies.

US direction
While the new US cyber strategy has been successful in curbing Russian political interference through
tools used in 2016, there is little public evidence to suggest that it has had any effect on Chinese
hackers.
In response, US authorities are likely to continue their offensive turn, especially towards Chinese
espionage. This carries its own risk: the rules and norms of offensive interstate cyber activity are still
undefined and offensive action risks blowback and potential conflict escalation.
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China’s cyberactivity draws spotlight as 5G spreads
With its faster speed, lower latency and higher bandwidth, 5G holds the future
of the Internet of Things
About half of the total

Internet users using 5G and 4G,
2017-25

their national cyberdefences
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4G

% of users
in 2017

Projected % of
users in 2025
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Respondents** who feel their country is
prepared to handle a major cyberattack,
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34

Having Chinese private suppliers -- over whom
Beijing exercises an unclear level of influence
-- exposes China’s foreign partners to serious
cybersecurity risks. Even so, cost advantages
and broader acceptance of Chinese partnerships
(and capital) will be decisive factors outside of the
West, and even in Europe.
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52

41
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South Africa

44

United States

43
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50
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37

52

Indonesia
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20

Russia

19
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35
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*Cyberattacks on government agencies, defence and high-tech companies, or economic crimes with losses of over 1 million dollars.

Just as 5G enters widespread commercial use,
Washington is pressing its allies to shun Chinese
suppliers, especially Huawei. 5G combines
hardware and software more than any of its
predecessors: software is inherently vulnerable
to cyberattacks, if easier to update and replace;
hardware is harder to replace if compromised,
although international standards are emerging.

47

France

Nigeria

China

Russia

Japan

Well prepared

70

Four countries have orchestrated nearly three-quarters of all known
major cyberattacks* since 2006
Top 5

Sources: GSMA; CSIS Technology Programme; Pew Research Centre

More than half the world's internet users will still be on 4G by 2025

**Pew Research Center survey in 26 countries among 27,612
respondents from May 14 to Aug. 12, 2018.

_ With Sub-Saharan Africa transitioning to 4G, Chinafriendly states will see longer-term advantages to keeping
_ Losing North American and European 5G markets would
be a serious loss for Huawei in the near but not the longer
term.
_ Many countries in Asia, Latin America, Middle East and
_ Poor transatlantic relations will fuel European divisions
on partnering with China on critical infrastructure.
_ The May European Parliament elections will increase
voices that favour an equidistant approach to Washington
and Beijing.

See also: Beijing and Washington play their strengths in 5G race -- February 4, 2019
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Internet rules tighten grip without isolating Russia
Thursday, May 9, 2019
The government is putting architecture in place to 'nationalise' internet traffic and block
foreign access if needed
The Kremlin says its new 'sovereign internet law' is designed as insurance against hostile external
attacks, not as a 'firewall' block against the outside world. A recent poll and a 15,000-strong
demonstration in Moscow show that many Russians disagree. The government aims to route up to
95% of Russian internet raffic through domestic servers by 2020.

Posters and tape left by protesters outside
Roskomnadzor's office in St. Petersburg
(Reuters/Anton Vaganov)

What next
There are significant costs to achieving the twin aims of local domain naming and traffic routing. The
government plans a short shutdown this year to test what global isolation would look like, although key
technologies are unlikely to be fully in place. Restrictions and the fear of total isolation in the online
sphere, where Russians now enjoy comparative freedom, will generate more resentment and
protests, not less.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The government will use technology and penalties to stop 'subversive' use of the internet.
◦ If effectively implemented, the new law could severely limit freedom of expression online.
◦ Internet traffic monitoring equipment will reduce network speeds, affecting the 'internet of things',
telemedicine and driverless cars.
◦ Stifling innovation and e-commerce will have wider economic impacts.

Analysis
President Vladimir Putin signed the law into force on May 1 after it was passed by both parliamentary
chambers. The sovereign internet legistlation, sometimes called the 'stable Runet' bill (after Russia's
domain name ending '.ru') contains a set of measures intended to give government the regulatory and
technical capacity to filter and block access to websites more effectively.
Traffic routing and domain-name architecture will be put in place, but the legislation says full isolation
would be activated only in the event of a 'security threat' -- a term which the government has complete
discretion to define.
The legislation pursues three main aims:
• to create a centralised, national web traffic control system;
• to build a national domain database; and
• to force Russian network operators to install government-approved tools that allow monitoring
of traffic leaving or entering a network.
To deliver these aims, domestic internet service providers (ISPs) will be legally required to use only
exchange points located inside Russia and approved by telecoms regulator Roskomnadzor (exchange
points are physical locations where ISPs connect with each other to exchange traffic).
This could be problematic: many ISPs use exchanges located in neighbouring countries or owned by
foreign companies. Under the new law this will no longer be possible.
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Moscow wants to contain and control web traffic without stopping
most of it

To further the idea of internet sovereignty, the law provides for a switch to a separate, Russian domain
name system (DNS). This would allow the authorities to move away from the global DNS and ensure
that traffic is not re-routed through exchange points outside Russia.
Rolling out a new DNS would be a costly process but would ultimately let the authorities decide which
servers are accessible from within Russia (see INTERNATIONAL: Internet rules resist state control September 10, 2018 and see RUSSIA: Moscow wants cyber space as sovereign zones - August 22,
2018).

Questions of capacity
Creating a sovereign internet is a significant technical challenge. Telecoms watchdog Roskomnadzor
tried to block the Telegram messenger service last year, and failed at considerable reputational cost.
Telegram evades the legal ban in Russia by 'domain fronting', a technique that involves hosting a
service on another company's systems and thereby hiding the traffic source (see RUSSIA: Telegram
crackdown tests censorship limits - May 11, 2018).
To test the feasibility and cost of the sovereign internet project, the Information Security Working Group,
which includes a co-founder of Kaspersky Lab and representatives of major Russian
telecommunications companies, advised the government to run a test in which the Russian internet
would be briefly disconnected from the rest of the world. This was due to happen by April 1 but has
been delayed, possibly until November.
The aim of the test is to give ISPs an insight into how their networks react upon being disconnected
from global servers and to check whether they are able to direct data to government-controlled routing
points.
During the test, users will only be able to receive and send data within Russia, and will lose access to
websites hosted abroad.

Tightening political control
Officially, the sovereign internet plan is a wholly defensive move to make the Russian web more
resistant to cyberattacks.
It is overtly a response to a more proactive US cybersecurity strategy adopted in September 2018, and
(without admitting it) to US Cyber Command's recently revealed hacking of the Internet Research
Agency, the St. Petersburg-based 'troll factory' indicted in the United States for its role in the 2016
presidential election (see RUSSIA: Moscow will deny cyberattacks despite evidence - February 20,
2018).
According to this argument, the planned test would simulate a situation where the Russian internet
was cut off on the orders of some foreign government, not the Kremlin. Experts point out that this is
highly improbable.
The authorities have already put other pieces in place: one law requires international IT firms to keep
their Russian users' data on servers inside Russia, and two laws enacted in March criminalise online
"indecent" expressions of "obvious disrespect" for the Russian state and authorities and "spreading
fake news online" (see RUSSIA: 'Online insults' law will be hard to apply - March 8, 2019) and (see
RUSSIA: Internet will be policed like domestic media - May 12, 2017).
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The creeping authoritarianism of internet controls matches the general political trend, and both will be
aggravated by the Kremlin's awareness of the rise in public discontent, expressed in falling popularity
ratings for Russian politicians and institutions and by protests about issues from corruption to landfill
sites.

Restricting the internet will invite protests from otherwise complacent
Russians

Paradoxically, tighter internet laws may have the reverse effect of mobilising anger among otherwise
apolitical Russians. This was shown by the unexpected strength of protests in April 2018 against the
Telegram ban and March 2019 against the internet sovereignty bill; the latter drew 15,000 in Moscow.

Constraints on isolation
A mass blockage of access to the global web looks like an attempt to replicate the 'Great Firewall of
China', but in an environment in which Russians, unlike Chinese users, have long enjoyed unhindered
access to global information from news sites to online marketplaces and social media platforms (see
CHINA: New laws advance 'cyber sovereignty' - September 29, 2017).
For technical reasons, the Kremlin cannot easily copy Beijing's restrictions.
China started introducing its controls while the internet was still developing and embedded its own ISP
and DNS infrastructure in the early 2000s. Imposing systems retrospectively is far harder due to the
global architecture of the internet.
The Chinese government is able to control web traffic directly, whereas it is only possible to provide
Russian government bodies -- Roskomnadzor, the Federal Security Service and other agencies -- with
indirect control.
Russia also lacks China's large number of homegrown services and platforms such as WeChat that
make partial isolation easier. Russia is deeply integrated into the global digital ecosystem, especially
international finance and commerce.

Immediate consequences
Although full or partial isolation of the Russian internet seem impractical at this point, the technical
changes required by the legislation have far-reaching implications.
Any foreign company operating networks in Russia would in theory have to replace equipment. Unlike
Chinese users, Russian businesses and citizens are highly reliant on foreign services such as
Microsoft cloud tools.
None of the major cloud providers (Google, Microsoft or Amazon Web Services) has data centres
based in Russia. It is possible to replicate their content on Russian territory, but this would entail a
significant investment of time and money.
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Gulf states' offensive cyber tools have regional focus
Tuesday, April 30, 2019
Every GCC state is investing in building defensive and offensive cybersecurity tools as
threats escalate
Offensive cyber capabilities are technological tools for intruding into external digital networks to delete,
steal or manipulate data. All six states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) – Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Qatar -- are developing these capabilities in
the face of multiple threats.

Saudi police monitoring holy places in Mecca
(Reuters/Ahmad Masood)

What next
GCC states, especially Saudi Arabia and the UAE, will mainly target offensive cyber tools against
domestic opponents and regional adversaries. As their confidence and capabilities increase, online
information operations against their adversaries could escalate within and outside the Middle East,
and cyber tools may be used to complement military operations in Yemen.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ There is currently no indication that the GCC states are preparing cyberattacks against critical
infrastructure.
◦ GCC states will continue relying on Western and Israel private firms for advanced surveillance tools.
◦ Efforts to nationalise the cybersecurity sector will advance slowly.
◦ Cyber espionage is almost certainly a fourth, covert GCC goal.

Analysis
GCC states will use their offensive cyber capabilities for three main goals.

Supressing domestic dissent
Offensive cyber capabilities advance the GCC states' broader goal of restricting domestic dissent and
political opposition.
Concerned about the role of social media in the 2011 Arab Spring, including in facilitating protests
across the GCC, these states introduced or strengthened legislative measures (including so-called
'cybercrime' laws) and operational tools (including large-scale monitoring and censorship) to prevent
organised opposition.

GCC states misuse the term 'cybersecurity' to mean preventing online
dissent

GCC states use these tools for targeted surveillance of dissidents, journalists and activists within and
outside state boundaries. Their approach is similar to that taken by Iran, Russia and China to
suppressing regime opponents.
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Combatting foreign adversaries and competitors
The GCC states face significant cyber threats from within the region and beyond.
Iran, for example, has developed extensive cyber capabilities following US and Israeli cyberattacks on
various government agencies and its uranium enrichment programme. Tehran actively uses these
capabilities against its regional and other external adversaries (see IRAN: Cyber tools advance for
foreign policy ends - March 21, 2019).
Notably, the 2012 data deletion operations at the Saudi national oil company Aramco and Qatari
company RasGas were attributed to Iran. These attacks generated a paradigm shift among GCC
governments on handling cybersecurity risks and on the need for cyber defence (see GULF STATES:
Split shows uses for cyber capabilities - February 6, 2018).
The GCC states also face other state threats in cyberspace:
• A major cyber espionage campaign in the GCC in 2011 was suspected to have been led by
Chinese state-sponsored actors.
• Malware identified in late 2017 to manipulate safety systems in an oil refinery in Saudi Arabia
was attributed to a Russian state-linked organisation.

GCC states pose a reciprocal cyber threat to each other

The Gulf split of 2017 pitched Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain against Qatar, and created an intraGCC cybersecurity risk, with each side conducting extensive disinformation campaigns against the
other.
Although there is historical antagonism with Israel, a regional cyber power, some GCC states have
developed close working relationships with Israel's technology sector to procure offensive cyber tools.
For Saudi Arabia, this is part of a broader alignment with Israeli interests against Iran. For Oman and
Kuwait, these relationships help maintain their balanced diplomacy towards Israel.

Advancing foreign policy
Several GCC states have sought or developed offensive cyber capabilities for advancing their foreign
policy goals regionally and beyond.
In 2012, the Washington Post reported that Qatar had approached US management and technology
consultant Booz Allen Hamilton to build a cyber operations centre to respond offensively to cyber
operations by its regional adversaries. The request was reportedly denied: the US military was
reluctant to allow US personnel to staff the centre due to the potential negative diplomatic
repercussions for US-Gulf ties.
The 2017 GCC split may itself have occurred due to an offensive cyber operation. Several media
reports indicate that contractors working for the UAE had altered the Qatar News Agency's website to
insert pro-Iran comments immediately prior to the crisis, likely to provide a pretext for cutting diplomatic
ties with Qatar.
Since the split, Qatari actors have been accused of hacking the computers of political figures in the
United States, including the UAE ambassador to Washington, to leak sensitive documents that
allegedly expose efforts by the UAE to turn US political opinion against Qatar.
Media reports suggest that Saudi Arabian state-linked actors may have been involved in leaking the
private correspondence of Jeff Bezos, the owner of Amazon and the Washington Post. The goal of this
leak could be to retaliate against the Washington Post's negative coverage of Saudi Arabia over Jamal
Khashoggi's murder (see SAUDI ARABIA: Riyadh will curb Twitter criticism - November 23, 2018 ).
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Institutional control

Defence ministers do not lead GCC cybersecurity

Although all GCC states have national cybersecurity agencies, cyber policy depends on institutional
and regional dynamics.
For example, the UAE's National Electronic Security Agency, first announced in 2014, has been subject
to competition between the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Telecommunications and domestic
security agencies for overall control.
This is because many cyber capabilities draw on existing intelligence and surveillance tools used by
GCC interior ministries and security agencies.
Although several GCC defence ministries -- and in Saudi Arabia, the separate National Guard -- have
cyber warfare capabilities, they do not take the lead on offensive campaigns. This is unlikely to change
despite some reports of UAE intensions in this direction.
Meanwhile, the US Central Command has attempted to organise cyber defence regionally across the
GCC, calling for a GCC-wide cybersecurity alliance. This effort will founder as long as the GCC is split.

Sources of cybersecurity capabilities
The GCC states will rely on the private sector to deliver offensive cyber capabilities, despite increasing
efforts at nationalisation. Already, they have bought advanced surveillance tools from foreign private
companies including:
• Italy's Hacking Team, in which a Saudi-controlled company has a significant stake, by all GCC
states except Kuwait and Qatar;
• Germany's Finfisher by all GCC states except Kuwait; and
• Israeli NSO Group by the UAE and Saudi Arabia.
Meanwhile, efforts to develop cyber capabilities locally will continue.
The UAE has created companies that blur the lines between offensive and defensive cybersecurity. Its
firm Dark Matter provides cybersecurity solutions to industry and government, and is reportedly involved
in large-scale telecoms interception and targeting of individuals, especially opposition activists.
GCC states have a young, internet-connected population, with plentiful technological expertise
supplied by immigration and highly educated citizens often trained in top US and UK universities. This
provides them with substantial cyber talent. Although the Gulf 'hacker' community is not large, as it is in
Eastern Europe, small groups are interested in this area.

Outlook
Further GCC fragmentation would lead to further disinformation and online influence campaigns, both
in the GCC and against other geostrategic rivals. Saudi Arabia and the UAE may also seek to use
offensive cyber capabilities to complement military action in Yemen, following the example of the antiIslamic State coalition in Syria. Such capabilities could be used to disable enemy communication
networks prior to missile strikes or raids.
Further cooperation with Israel may lead to the development of cyber tools to attack critical
infrastructure, notably in Iran, but there is no public indication of this as yet. This form of attack will likely
continue to be a low priority unless wider regional relations deteriorate.
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Global GNSS governance faces fragmented future
Monday, April 15, 2019
Global navigation satellite systems are the only ‘global utility’ besides the internet
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) are integrated into critical infrastructures and the day-today operations of businesses and governments globally. Their governance will be an important issue
in the era of connected devices and cyberconflict.
A hologram of the 'Galileo' satellite inside a dome
during a European Space Expo in Athens'
Syntagma Square (Reuters/Kostas Tsironis)

What next
National security concerns will prevent fundamental reform of the weak and fragmented institutions
through which GNSS is managed on the global level, despite the inefficiencies and unnecessary costs
that result. Nonetheless, provider states will cooperate to improve the performance of their systems
and promote greater use of GNSS.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The strategic advantage of having an indigenous GNSS will decrease as multi-constellation
receivers become the norm.
◦ Disruption of GNSS will be a crucial element of future conflicts between national militaries.
◦ Provider states may develop ways to deny access selectively to their own systems.

Analysis
GNSS is so integral to modern economies and public services that they can no longer function properly
without it (see INTERNATIONAL: Reliance on GPS creates new risks - February 11, 2019).

Global navigation satellite systems currently in operation, January 2019
Name
Global Positioning System (GPS)

Country
United States

Coverage
Global

Number of satellites
31

GLONASS

Russia

Global

24, expanding to 26

Galileo

Europe
(intergovernmental)

Regional
(global from 2020)

18, expanding to 30

BeiDou

China

Global

19, expanding to 35

Navigation India Constellation

India

Regional*

7

Quazi-Zenith Satellite System

Japan

Regional*

4, expanding to 7

* As these regional systems are conventionally included in the category GNSS
(global navigation satellite system), despite not being global
Source: Relevant national governments, media reports

All GNSSs are owned and run by governments:
• GPS is operated and largely funded by the US Department of Defense. The Department of
Transportation provides some funding and is responsible for the ground-based augmentation
systems.
• GLONASS is jointly managed by Russia's defence ministry and the Roscosmos space agency.
• Galileo is funded by the EU, operated by the European Space Agency and managed by the
European GNSS Supervisory Authority on behalf of the European Commission.
• BeiDou is operated by the Chinese military.
• Japan's QZSS and India's NAVIC regional systems are civilian government projects.
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Efforts to attract private investors into building Galileo and QZSS systems as public-private
partnerships failed owing to doubts about market demand for marginal improvements on a service
already offered by GPS for free.

Global utility
Satellite timing and navigation services are public goods. A single global GNSS under joint
international control and with multilateral funding would be the most efficient way to provide such a
global utility. It would eliminate duplication, conserve use of the radio spectrum and reduce the buildup of orbital debris.
However, there is no drive for such a system.
Existing GNSS provider states enjoy the independence and prestige of having their own systems.
The systems cost billions of dollars to build, which burdens the public purse but boosts the domestic
space industry: US-based Lockheed Martin won a 7.2-billion-dollar contract last December for 22 new
GPS satellites. Domestic firms that benefit from home government contracts would resist foreign
competition.
GNSS is so crucial to a modern military that the governments of major powers would consider it
necessary to build their own separate military systems to guarantee access to encrypted jammingresistant signals.

Free-riding and redundancy
States without their own satellite systems can free-ride on others'. Most lack the capabilities and
funding to build their own systems. Some believe the risk of all the major systems failing
simultaneously is acceptably low.

The more GNSS systems already exist, the smaller the marginal
benefits from adding yet another

All the major space-faring countries have their own systems, so there are no obvious candidates for
adding new ones.
The United Kingdom has mooted the idea of building its own system post-Brexit amid a dispute over
the encrypted signal for government users. The EU will give the post-Brexit United Kingdom access to
the encrypted signal, but UK firms will not be allowed to participate in the development of the
technology.
The UK government claims such participation is essential for national security, and building a
separate UK system would help compensate UK aerospace firms for revenue lost due to Brexit. But
any attempt to build an indigenous GNSS would face strong opposition on account of its high cost and
questionable benefit.

International cooperation
GNSS provider states cooperate actively to capture some of the benefits that a single global utility
would provide, without surrendering the advantages of having their own systems.
The main institutions for cooperation are the International Committee on GNSS (established in 2005
under the UN) and its GNSS Providers' Forum (established in 2007), both of which are voluntary.
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Their members promote the use of GNSS, share information about their systems and agree shared
standards and practices to make their systems compatible and interoperable. Ultimately this could
allow the global fleet of GNSS satellites to function as a single service in terms of their civilian uses.
However, the military and national security functions of GNSS limit how much information the providers
are willing to share.

International law
All the global GNSS providers are signatories to the major international space treaties, which require
them not to interfere with each other's spacecraft but do not oblige them to guarantee space-based
services.
The International Civil Aviation Organization's charter on GNSS requires operators to make GNSS
available on a non-discriminatory basis, but this is not binding.
The constitution of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) prohibits harmful interference with
radio navigation signals, but the ITU has no means of enforcing these rules.
Where national security is seen as being at stake, states give that priority. Russia, North Korea and
Iran have a record of jamming or spoofing GNSS signals. It is also possible that in a conflict, a GNSS
provider might deliberately jam its own civilian GNSS signals in order to prevent an adversary using it
while retaining its own access to the encrypted military signal. The US military has this capability.

There is no means of redress should a country suffer damage as a
result of another country's GNSS service

The Space Liability Convention of 1972 makes a state internationally liable for damage caused by its
'space objects', in space and on earth. However, this is not considered to extend to indirect economic
damage caused by denial of or faulty GNSS signals.
There is no incentive for providers to agree to accept such liability or any future treaty obligations, and
no realistic chance of third countries pressing them to. Third countries can only hedge against
interruption of service.

Hedging
One way states can hedge against interrupted or faulty GNSS signals is to mandate the use within its
borders of its own GNSS (if it has one) or of multi-constellation receivers.
US systems generally use GPS anyway (receivers using only foreign signals require special approval).
The EU last December made Galileo compulsory in smartphones, to aid geolocation in emergencies.
China mandates use of BeiDou in national security-related contexts and in some other applications
such as public transport (partly to create a market for BeiDou products).

Competition
BeiDou is sometimes described as a 'rival' or 'alternative' GPS. This is untrue in that the two
governments seek to make them compatible and complementary.
However, China does make systematic and energetic efforts to promote the use of BeiDou
internationally (see CHINA: Digital Silk Road will boost China's ICT sector - January 22, 2018). Greater
use of BeiDou abroad would confer several benefits on China.
It generates demand for BeiDou receivers, interfaces and services that use them, as well as for
augmentation systems for high-precision services, creating a market for the Chinese firms that
produce them.
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It can support Belt and Road Initiative projects, since building and operating infrastructure requires
precision timing and positioning in geographical areas where augmented GPS may not be available.
Moreover, it reduces Washington's international leverage by removing the US ability to hold other
countries' economies hostage or weaken them militarily by denying them GPS, while increasing
China's ability to do these things.
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Cybersecurity will lag development of smart cities
Friday, April 5, 2019
Cybersecurity of smart cities will be critical to harnessing the cost and efficiency gains
promised by connected devices
Cybersecurity is one of the key challenges of smart city initiatives. Systems that analyse and interpret
citizen behavior present unique challenges for privacy and security as they create attractive targets for
malicious actors, repressive regimes and intelligence agencies.

The dashboard for the New York Police
Department's 'Domain Awareness
System' (Reuters/Shannon Stapleton)

What next
The deployment of smart city systems is outpacing cybersecurity preparedness by city governments
and their vendors, with the regulatory lag contributing to the lethargic adoption of a secure-by-design
approach. Over time, regulations (such as those in Europe) and voluntary city-based alliances will drive
technical solutions and best practice for security concerns unique to smart cities.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Innovation among technology vendors will be inhibited so long as they see a risk of liability when
collaborating with cities.
◦ Citizens will continue to bear ultimate responsibility for what data they share and how they are used
(or misused).
◦ Cybersecurity protections will become a point of differentiation among technology vendors.

Analysis
Cybersecurity requires protecting the city and its citizens from multiple threats (see PROSPECTS 2019:
Cybersecurity - November 23, 2018).

Attacks on critical infrastructure
The integration of systems such as utilities, traffic management and emergency services means
cyberattacks can have broad consequences.

Criminal surveillance
Integrated camera, transit and city services systems give criminals greater ability to target victims and
plan crimes if those systems are compromised.

Invasion of privacy
Smart city systems often rely on correlation and prediction algorithms which could give an intimate view
of the lives of individual citizens if anonymity is not protected.

Regulatory lag
Smart city technologies frequently operate at the intersection of public and private data, using
algorithms to turn data into actionable intelligence. As a result, for cities, concerns about privacy,
transparency and accountability are inseparable from conventional cybersecurity.
For example, tweets, Instagram photos and city surveillance camera footage can be correlated to
determine whether a gathering crowd is staging a protest or watching a street performer.
Yet regulations are lacking.
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There is no counterpart of the GDPR for city governments

Even the toughest privacy regime -- the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) -- applies
only to enterprises conducting business in the European Economic Area (see EUROPE: Data privacy
norms will not extend beyond EU - May 3, 2018). There is no similar regulation for city governments.
EU Directive 2016/680 does address government responsibilities for data protection, but it is limited in
scope to 'competent authorities' engaged specifically in crime prevention, detection or prosecution.

Current scenario
Unlike their private sector counterparts, city governments often fail to adopt IT best practice. Even
before they begin deploying smart city initiatives, most municipal governments lack basic elements of
a cybersecurity programme:
• Cities tend to hang on to old technology and systems, which are more vulnerable, and lack
basic security measures, eg, encrypted Wi-Fi.
• Most cities lack dedicated cyber-emergency response teams, which also makes them unlikely
to have up-to-date response plans.
• They frequently lag on IT maintenance, particularly applying security patches, increasing their
vulnerability to 'zero day exploits'.
The evidence for this can be seen in the many low sophistication cyberattacks on public systems in
recent years.

Cybersecurity for smart city initiatives is a patchwork

US attacks
In 2018 the city of Atlanta saw several municipal systems (court records, bill payments, police camera
archive etc) infected with ransomware; hackers demanded 51,000 dollars to restore services. The
attacker used a programme that guesses weak passwords in a 'brute force' attack. The same attack
software was used successfully in attacks against government entities in Colorado, New Mexico and
North Carolina.

Sweden
Sweden saw its air traffic control systems compromised in 2016 due to radar-jamming radio waves by
Russian attackers and its train monitoring systems compromised in 2017 by distributed denial of
service attack, which crippled its servers.

Ukraine
Notably, in Ukraine in 2015, power distribution systems were hacked and 230,000 customers
experienced blackouts. Hackers accessed the system through virus-infected attachments gathering
data, identifying control systems, stealing passwords and compromising additional systems one by
one six months before the full attack.
Ransomware attacks are popular because they frequently work and are relatively unsophisticated, in
that they exploit basic human errors. The US city of West Haven, Connecticut, admitted to paying 2,000
dollars in a ransomware attack in October 2018 to have its files decrypted.
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Greater vulnerability
The attack surface is far larger than these known exploits suggest:
• Barcelona and New York, for example, have smart street lighting systems, crowd sensors and
smart waste collection.
• Dubai uses smart systems to regulate electricity and water distribution.
• Rio de Janeiro has smart systems for flood detection and traffic control.

Vendors' responsibility
Service providers and technology vendors also bear some responsibility to design and operate
systems with robust cybersecurity. However, this secure-by-design approach is not yet widespread.
In 2018, IBM and cybercrime researchers at Threatcare evaluated smart city systems produced by
three of the most widely used hardware vendors:
• Spain-based Libelium, which manufactures hardware for wireless sensor networks;
• US-based Echelon, which sells industrial Internet of Things devices (among other things); and
• US-based Battelle, a non-profit research and development firm for smart technologies such as
traffic signal controllers).
They identified 17 vulnerabilities across their systems, which the vendors have since patched.

Consequences
The impact of known cyberattacks on cities has been limited in scope and cost relative to commercial
cyberattacks:
• Ukraine residents in the 2015 attack lost power for a few hours.
• Atlanta's attack cost the city 11 million dollars in remediation and corrective/reactive security
measures, according to TechCrunch.
By comparison, Marriott hotel's 2018 attack compromised personal data, including banking and
passport information, of 300 million customers. According to Bloomberg estimates, the company's
legal liability could reach 1 billion dollars, and its fine 450 million dollars or about 2% of its 2017 global
turnover under GDPR.
However, attacks against smart city systems risk broader damage to city ecosystems and residents as
attacks become more sophisticated:
• New York City has been evaluating predictive policing systems since 2015. These systems use
algorithms to anticipate crime and recommend allocation of police resources. A malicious actor
could compromise the system and manipulate the algorithm, unbeknown to the authorities,
diverting police resources from where they are actually needed.
• The city also uses a Monte Carlo simulation to allocate funding for its school lunch
programmes. Any such system that allocates scarce resources could be manipulated to create
chaos, and to deliver an unfair advantage to some residents over others.

Addressing the challenge
Several organisations are driving longer-term policy discussions on cybersecurity and ethical data use
in smart city initiatives.
Cities for Digital Rights is a coalition formed in November of 2018 between Amsterdam, Barcelona and
New York "to protect and uphold human rights on the internet at a local and global level". Its statement
of purpose includes a broad scope from privacy, data protection and security to transparency,
accountability, diversity and ethics.
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Barcelona and Amsterdam also participate (with twelve other partners) in DECODE, an EU project
testing tools that will allow citizens greater control over their data, with a focus on trust and privacy.
Such tools would effectively limit the potential impact of cyberattacks by placing technical and logical
ownership of data in the hands of citizens. Its initial findings report is due later in 2019.
Near term, cities will face pressure to adopt strategies that have been successful in the private sector,
including deploying proven cybersecurity tools, hiring more cybersecurity officials, and developing
robust cybersecurity incident response plans.
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December 20, 2018

IoT devices risk reversing progress on cybersecurity
As the market for IoT (Internet of Things) devices increases dramatically, so will the security
risks they pose
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The global consumer market for connected devices is
proliferating -- and with it, regulatory and consumer awareness
of cybersecurity risks associated with the Internet of Things (IoT).
Regulatory responses are belated, uneven and in many cases
voluntary: the EU and UK governments, notably, hope market
incentives will push industry to create products that are safe,
secure and private by design to inspire consumer confidence.
Even if this works in some regions, security of the global
ecosystem of IoT devices will be deeply uneven. Unlike the
smartphone and laptop markets that are dominated by a few
large technology firms, IoT devices ranging from ‘smart fridges’
to ‘smart vacuum cleaners’ are manufactured by multiple firms
of unequal quality whose complex supply chains prioritise

_ The regulation-lite approach of the current
federal US administration is expanding the
country’s cybersecurity vulnerability.
_ Regulatory compliance by industry will not
guarantee security unless governments
impose robust security standards.
_ The balance between acceptable security
contested.
_ Even countries that tighten cybersecurity
rules are likely to struggle to contain the
market for unsecure but cheap IoT devices.

organisations and national critical infrastructure at risk.
See also: Opposition to China’s Huawei will grow among US allies -- December 14, 2018
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‘Big tech’ faces tighter rules across multiple areas
Friday, March 1, 2019
The regulators are gradually tightening rules for 'big tech' as it becomes clear that 'selfregulation' is not working
Following numerous high-profile public scandals involving ‘big tech’, policies worldwide are slowly
shifting from a laissez-faire approach towards active regulation.

What next

A 3D-printed Facebook logo in front of the logo of
the EU (Reuters/Dado Ruvic)

Unevenly and slowly, regulations on ‘big tech’ are tightening in areas including intermediary liability,
data privacy and competition practices. European regulators will continue to be global leaders, their
legislation inspiring similar efforts in developing countries. Technology firms will lobby intensively
against regulation, especially in the United States, but also advance multistakeholder ‘soft’ governance
measures that make them more accountable and transparent but without direct government
involvement.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Taken together, the regulatory tightening could dampen the profitability of major US tech firms.
◦ Public opinion is shifting towards regulation as various privacy and governance failures of
technology platforms become apparent.
◦ New, untested regulation for uncertain harms can also be dangerous, with unintended side effects
for freedom of expression and innovation.
◦ Serious action from the US Federal Trade Commission would limit the damage of European
regulations for US firms on transatlantic ties.
◦ India is emerging as one of the most active regulatory jurisdictions for big tech among developing
countries.

Analysis
On February 6, the German cartel office placed multiple restrictions on Facebook's ability to collect and
aggregate the data of German users. The Bundeskartellamt argued that the social media firm's user
consent requirements were inadequate for the range and scale of its data collection practices, arguing
that Facebook had abused its 'dominant position'.
As per the ruling that could provide a significant international precedent, Facebook will no longer be
able to combine data across WhatsApp, Instagram and its other platforms without explicitly receiving
user consent.
This ruling is only the latest in a string of regulatory setbacks for major platform companies. For years,
Facebook, Twitter, Google and Apple have managed to function largely within a self-regulatory
framework. This is now changing.

Intermediary liability
Under the traditional self-regulatory model, enshrined under legislation such as Section 230 of the US
Communications Decency Act and the EU E-Commerce Directive, technology firms such as Twitter
and Facebook are free from legal liability over content published on their platforms. They do have to
take measures to filter illegal content and respond within a reasonable period to requests and legal
notices from the authorities to remove such content.
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This model has advantages in terms of preserving freedom of expression, but it has given a handful of
US companies excessive power to determine the bounds of acceptable public speech.

European moves
German regulators, dissatisfied with what they perceived to be systemic inaction against illegal and
harmful speech propagated via large platforms, passed the controversial 'Network Enforcement
Law' (NetzDG) in 2017.
The law repudiates intermediary liability protections for platform companies with more than 2 million
users, threatening substantial fines if platforms do not remove within 24 hours content deemed illegal
in Germany.
Alongside its legally enshrined transparency reporting requirements, the law has forced Facebook to
take German content more seriously; to formalise and scale up processes for filtering and removing
illegal content; and to hire more personnel. In mid-2018, Facebook reportedly had some 7,500 content
moderators worldwide; of these, 1,500 were based in Germany.
Other European countries considering similar restrictions are studying the German law.

US shift
There are also high-profile public discussions on changing intermediary liability provisions in the
United States.
In April 2018, Congress passed the 'Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act', which
amends previous legislation to remove protections for platform services that willingly and knowingly fail
to remove sex trafficking content.
The law will have limited impact overall -- creating corporate liability only in certain cases -- and is likely
to affect services such Backpage.com (a banned online advertising service) more than large platforms
that already take child exploitation imagery and sex trafficking content seriously.
Nonetheless, the law provides an important precedent: it chips away at the near-universal content
immunity for platforms in the United States. As platforms are made liable for some of the most
egregious harms that result from their inaction or inadequate action, future legislation could create
liability for other, more general harms perpetrated via their services.
The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which regulates the telecommunications industry, is now
facing calls to regulate Facebook like a common carrier (see INTERNATIONAL: Facebook seeks new
users and markets - September 3, 2018).

India
In India, proposed amendments to the current intermediary liability provisions would require internet
companies to set up a permanent office in India, build automated filters to remove content deemed
illegal by the government, and possibly weaken the encryption of services such as WhatsApp, allowing
messages to be handed over to law enforcement.
Civil society groups have warned these provisions are excessive and threaten freedom of expression
and privacy. However, there is consensus on the need to stop hate propaganda being circulated on
platforms such as WhatsApp.

Privacy protections
Privacy legislation is another lever that governments are using to apply pressure in different countries.

Europe after GDPR
The EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR; in effect since May 2018) gives platform-based
technology firms extensive requirements on data portability, data protection by design, and informed
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consent, threatening large penalties for non-compliance. These stipulations are central to several
current legal cases whose outcome would have a substantive impact on platform-based business
models.
Austrian privacy activist Max Schrems, previously responsible for the end of the EU-US 'safe harbour'
agreement, has filed four major lawsuits -- in Austria, Germany and Belgium against Facebook and in
France against Google -- positing that these firms are not GDPR-compliant.
If the courts and regulators rule in his favour, these firms would need to alter their European operations
substantially. His argument, for example, that Facebook's terms of service do not amount to
meaningful 'informed consent' under GDPR, would challenge the way that Facebook and other
platforms require users to agree to a broad use of their personal data that go far beyond the minimal
permissions required to operate a social network.
These cases could take years to conclude. However, the EU political and popular positions on consent
are meanwhile slowly moving towards the position advocated by Schrems.

US action

The FTC has opened multiple probes against Facebook

Privacy legislation in the United States exists as a patchwork of federal and state level legislation.
California was the first US state to pass a major privacy bill at the state level: the California Consumer
Privacy Act, signed into law in July 2018, will take effect from January 2020 (see INTERNATIONAL: US
federal data law may be altered - October 24, 2018).
Large technology firms, including Apple, are calling for a federal privacy law partly to stem the
emergence of different and tougher state laws. This, and other factors, are helping to shift the privacy
legislation discussions at the federal level.
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In mid-February 2019, the US Government Accountability Office, a government agency that provides
investigative services for Congress, completed a report requested by the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, recommending a new privacy law to improve the welfare of internet users.
Congressional hearings on the subject started on February 26; many more will follow. Significant
ccontentious issues, such as whether a future federal privacy law should override state laws, remain
unresolved but there is growing bipartisan consensus that self-regulation of 'big tech' is not working.
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Meanwhile, the FTC has opened multiple investigations against Facebook and could impose a hefty
fine on the firm for repeated violations of a 2011 privacy consent decree. The regulator is also
investigating the firm's privacy and consent requirements for minors, and faces calls to prevent the firm
from collating data across its multiple platforms, and to limit its ability to run advertising.
Any serious FTC action against Facebook would influence the political discussion and eventual federal
law on online privacy.

Other countries
Brazil recently created a new National Data Protection Authority, which will enforce a new privacy
framework that is GDPR-inspired.
Argentina, Australia and Japan, among other countries, have proposed new frameworks or
amendments to existing data protection frameworks that borrow elements from the GDPR (see CHINA:
New rules strengthen data privacy - December 13, 2018).

Competition policy
The recent announcement that Facebook would integrate by 2020 (at the earliest) the user bases of its
eponymous platform and its other apps -- Messenger, WhatsApp and Instagram -- has prompted
critics to renew their calls for anti-trust regulations for 'big tech' in many countries.

German precedent

Europe-wide antitrust rules would resonate beyond its borders

Europe has been leading the way through its investigations of anti-competitive business practices of
large US technology companies including Google and Apple. Both firms have been fined heftily by
European and national-level regulators in recent years.
The recent German decision has opened a new flank for European regulators involving the impact of
weak privacy protections on the allegedly monopolistic data practices of 'big tech'.
The European Commission is considering regional legislation on the issue, given growing support
among the member states to curb the power and dominance of such firms (see INTERNATIONAL:
Social media face tightening EU rules - February 8, 2019).
Future regulatory reforms would involve restricting not only data collection and aggregation, but also
how platforms structure their services, for example, in e-commerce.
Like GDPR, European policy in this area is being closely tracked by regulators from other jurisdictions.

US vigiliance
In the United States, there have been growing calls for anti-monopoly action against technology firms
from politicians, civil society groups and academic experts.
European-style antitrust action appears unlikely to be replicated in the United States given that US
competition law focuses on ensuring consumers do not face price discrimination. Most tech platforms'
services are free, thus antitrust action can be hard to pursue in US courts.
Nonetheless, in the past three years, following a seminal article by US legal scholar Lina Khan
('Amazon's Anti-Trust Paradox'), there has been increasing acknowledgement that platform companies
can impose other harms to consumers such as predatory pricing to undercut competitors.
At the very least, it is likely that US regulatory scrutiny of the acquisitions of large technology firms will
intensify.
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In the past decade, Facebook has acquired more than 60 companies, some of which, such as
Instagram, were direct potential competitors. Google has acquired more than 200. On February 26, the
FTC announced that it has established a special task force to monitor anti-competitive practices by
large technology firms.
Under federal law, the Clayton Act of 1914 allows the FTC to intervene in mergers which "substantially
lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly". As evidence of Facebook's and Google's dominant
market position rises, it would be possible for the FTC to use the Clayton Act to annul their past or (or
more likely) future acquisitions.

Other jurisdictions
Competition law has yet to be widely deployed against 'big tech' but the tide is turning in important
markets:
• On February 1, India changed its e-commerce policy, obliging online platforms such as Amazon
and Walmart-Flipkart to operate as genuine marketplaces and to not privilege products and
services sold by their own firms or partners (see INDIA: New e-commerce rules hit foreign
oligopolies - January 10, 2019).
• Japan's antitrust regulator opened an investigation into Google, Facebook, Apple and Amazon
in mid-January, and will set up a specific 'platform' monopoly regulator in coming months this
year.

Co-governance models

Tech firms are trialling many 'soft' co-governance models

As platform companies are eager to avoid intrusive regulation and regain the trust of regulators,
momentum is building for 'soft' or 'co-governance' frameworks.
Google, Twitter and Facebook have recently been involved in civil society-led discussions about a new
multistakeholder accountability body, crafted in the mould of the Global Network Initiative. This initiative
in 2008 brought industry, academia and non-governmental organisations together to create best
practices for freedom of expression and human rights issues.
Separately, they are building on efforts such as the EU Code of Conduct on Terrorism, which brought
tech leaders together with European Commission officials to outline a voluntary set of best practices
on online extremism (see INTERNATIONAL: Extremism will plague internet - January 25, 2018).
France's President Emmanuel Macron recently announced a 'co-regulatory' framework under which
regulators will be embedded in Facebook's content policy operation in France. This is in its early
stages. Facebook says that it sees the initiative as a model to be scaled to other interested countries.
The company also hopes to draw upon such processes to improve its technical tools to deal with
specific national or regional concerns. For example, under the EU Code of Conduct, companies
created a database on terrorist content that is shared between companies and the authorities.
According to Facebook's transparency reporting, this database has dramatically improved its
automated filters: more than 90% of removed terrorist content is now filtered algorithmically, before it is
flagged by a human moderator or user.

External advisory council
Facebook has also announced a new initiative for an international content oversight body -- an
(apparently) independent advisory council -- to review the firm's content moderation decisions in
certain difficult cases that are appealed by users.
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The body will provide an external review of user appeals, albeit, of only a fraction of the millions of
appeals submitted every week. Facebook says the appeals body will be functional by the end of 2019.
Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook's chief executive, says the company is no longer comfortable unilaterally
making contested decisions on online speech. Facebook is conducting a global consultation tour, with
meetings planned on all continents to address local issues and questions.
However, much remains undecided: at the first such consultation, in Singapore, independent
reviewers sought clarity on whether they would be able to influence Facebook's underlying content
moderation policies and processes, besides guiding the firm on individual cases.

Outlook
The next few years are critical for 'big tech' as governments push back against ineffective selfregulation and private firms resist intrusive restrictions, which could also harm the public interest.
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China’s failed diplomacy creates global cyber deadlock
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
China's energetic cyber diplomacy has little to show after years of investment
China has made considerable effort over the past five years to convince the rest of the world of the
superiority of its vision for cyber governance. The centrepiece of this is the World Internet Conference,
held in the town of Wuzhen since 2014.

What next

Fifth World Internet Conference (WIC) in Wuzhen,
Zhejiang province, China, November 2018
(Reuters/Jason Lee)

China’s cyber diplomacy has failed to achieve its aims, but its efforts will persist, creating a deadlock in
global cyber governance efforts. In the context of tensions between China and the United States, the
cyber deadlock will deepen the polarisation of views, with potential negative consequences for the
integrity of the global internet.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ China may now focus on bilateral and regional coalitions in cyber affairs, primarily centred around
the Belt and Road.
◦ Technology businesses will increasingly be caught up in international political tensions.
◦ Most countries and governments, given a viable choice, will prefer US suppliers of technology.

Analysis
The World Internet Conference, hosted by China in the town of Wuzhen since 2014, is the flagship
event of China's cyber diplomacy efforts.
Its aims are to showcase the achievements of China's burgeoning tech industry and to provide an
alternative platform for the discussion of cyber affairs, paralleling Brazil's NETmundial conference and
the UK-supported 'London process'.
As such, the launch of the 'Wuzhen Summits' (as they are also called) formed part of a broader policy
shift within China that dedicated greater attention to both the economic and security aspects of digital
technology. Wuzhen, it was hoped, would serve to persuade the outside world of the merits of China's
viewpoints and principles, and foster a global consensus around them.
This line of thinking also provided the impetus for the Digital Silk Road, the technology and
telecommunications-related part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) (see CHINA: Digital Silk Road will
boost China's ICT sector - January 22, 2018). Both initiatives even crossed over: a nine-country
cooperation agreement on the BRI's digital economy was presented at the 2017 Wuzhen Conference.

Gradual decline
At the most recent Wuzhen World Internet Conference, in November last year, the stature of the guests,
both Chinese and foreign, was lacklustre.
The most senior official present, Propaganda Department Director Huang Kunming, is a few steps
down the hierarchy from Politburo Standing Committee member Wang Huning, who opened the
conference in 2017, and certainly from President Xi Jinping, who attended in 2015.
Qualcomm CEO Steve Mollenkopf was the only Western tech executive to give an keynote address at
the most recent conference, and he is less of a 'big name' than Apple CEO Tim Cook who spoke in
2017. China's most prominent tech entrepreneur, Alibaba founder Jack Ma, did not attend officially,
although he was spotted incognito at the venue, wearing a baseball cap, the day before the opening
ceremony.
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No major policy initiatives were announced, the speeches reiterated the same talking points as the
previous year, and the whole event was overshadowed by the worsening tensions with the United
States. Some participants openly wondered whether the conference would be held again in 2019.

Diplomatic failure
The decline of the Wuzhen conference embodies the failure of China's cyber diplomacy to achieve its
objectives. China has not managed to add significant major countries to its list of friends, nor to insert
key concepts, wordings or definitions into international normative documents. Nine countries have
signed up to the Digital Silk Road initiative, but dozens have rejected it.
In some cases, China's efforts have backfired, feeding impressions in the United States of China as
an adversary in an increasingly politicised field.
Several factors account for China's failure.

Proliferation of digital technology
The proliferation of digital technology into ever more areas of economic, social and political life renders
questions concerning cyberspace at once more urgent and more complex.

Broader failure

It is not only China's initiatives that have failed to gain traction

All global internet governance initiatives have now foundered:
• The 'London Process' that began with the Global Conference on Cyberspace in London in 2011
seems to have come to a low-profile ending after the fifth conference in Delhi in 2017.
• A UN Group of Governmental Experts on norms in cyberspace failed to reach a consensus in
2017 (see INTERNATIONAL: States will vie to set cyberspace norms - September 19, 2017).
• Events organised in the Global South, such as NETmundial Initiative launched in Brazil in 2014,
have failed to achieve longevity as well.
• The UN General Assembly at its most recent plenary meeting passed two competing (and
partly mutually exclusive) resolutions on the continuation of cyber governance processes.

Insistence on control
China's insistence on absolute control of the cyber governance processes it initiates has alienated
even potential partners.
The Wuzhen conference, for instance, is an invitation-only event, with invitation privileges mostly limited
to a small number of ministries and elite think tanks. For those not already on an invitation list, it is
extremely difficult even to attend.
Within the conference, numerous sessions are only open to specifically invited participants, restricting
scope for exchange and interaction.
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Mistrust

China has failed to inspire trust in its counterparts

Continuing allegations of hacking and espionage, infringement of intellectual property rights and
concerns about intensifying control and surveillance by the Chinese government at home have turned
Western political and public opinion against cooperation with China.
China's own inconsistencies do not help it. In its international cyberspace strategy, it claims to oppose
the militarisation of cyberspace but also indicates that it is constructing defensive cyber forces.
More broadly, Beijing's approach to diplomacy in general, in which opacity, strident threats and a
willingness to employ economic pressure are staples, creates the impression of an untrustworthy
partner, particularly for smaller states.
Those same characteristics, and the paranoid language often seen in political documents intended for
domestic audiences, suggest that Beijing may not draw lessons from the failure of its cyber diplomacy
but instead ascribe it to hostile action by foreign adversaries.
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